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Chairman LaRose, Vice Chair Kunze, Ranking Member Schiavoni and
members of the Committee:
My testimony on March 21 was extensive and members asked good
questions. While I focused extensively on the Court’s opinion in Koontz
v. Watson, which said:
“While the Kansas Law may have been passed by the legislature
with flying colors, that showing merely would demonstrate that one
state legislature had enacted a statute. Such a showing would not
place the Kansas Law on the same level as an amendment to our
Constitution… A desire to prevent discrimination against Israeli
businesses is an insufficient public interest to overcome the
public’s interest in protecting a constitutional right.”
One of the lines of member questioning begged for an example of where
student speech on a campus has been chilled due to policies that seek to
quash and de facto criminalize speech against Israel, its government and
policies.
So today I submit the attached report from the June 24, 2018 edition of
The Intercept.
This article reports what happened at Seton Hall Law School in 2016,
when a student posting statements supporting Palestine on Facebook
was turned in to the FBI by someone at the school and questioned.
The FBI’s use of the work of the insidious and shamefully anonymous
Canary Mission, which tries to make pro-Palestinian student activists
unemployable by accusing them, without evidence, of being linked to
terrorism is beyond the pale. And the question for you is, do you want
the Ohio general assembly to signal to universities that such behavior is
not only OK, but condoned as a matter of policy. That is what H.C.R. No.
10 tells university administrators.
Shame on you if you answer “yes.”
As I told you in March, this is exactly how the proponents of this
resolution want it to be used!

The 51 years of brutal military occupation and blockade, Apartheid and
Ethnic Cleansing committed by Israel cannot be defended, so Zionist
proponents of this measure and others like it seek to change the frame
through which it is viewed, and that requires quashing the speech of
anyone who says something they don’t like or cannot defend, especially
when it involves Boycott, Divestment and Sanction (BDS), which many
Jews of conscience, including me, proudly practice and encourage.
But these policies do much more than just punish speakers. They also
foment anti-Muslim sentiments and speech under the false flag of
“fighting terrorism.”
From the article:
“This is where Islamophobic, ‘alt-right,’ Zionist harassers in the
private sphere intersect with government suppression — your worst
nightmare of the government and its law enforcement apparatus,
which is already in widespread violation of basic civil rights,
responding to the most racist elements of society demanding a
crackdown on political expression,” said Liz Jackson, a staff attorney
at Palestine Legal, a group that assists students interviewed by law
enforcement about Palestine.
Seton Hall was not the only place this happened. It also happened in
Chicago:
“The other FBI interviews of organizers for Palestinian rights have
carried similar threads. A University of Chicago student, who asked
not to be named, was questioned in April 2018 based in part on
Canary Mission propaganda. In another instance in 2014, FBI
agents wanted to question Palestinian-American activist Huwaida
Arraf because StoptheISM.com, another right-wing website,
claimed without evidence that Arraf and the group she co-founded,
the International Solidarity Movement, support terrorism. (The ISM
is a group of foreign volunteers in the occupied Palestinian
territories who support Palestinian action against the Israeli
occupation.)”
And it happened at UCLA:
“The line of questioning that the FBI pursued in California echoes a
theory advanced by right-wing activists that SJP (Students for Justice
in Palestine) is linked to Hamas, a U.S.-designated foreign terrorist
organization, because of SJP’s ties to American Muslims for
Palestine.

The theory has its roots in post-9/11 law enforcement scrutiny of
Muslim-run charities that did humanitarian work in Palestine. These
investigations are usually prompted by the legal bar on “material
support” to terrorism — a broad law that prohibits not only giving
cash to foreign terrorist groups, but also speech that encourages
militant groups to engage in peaceful activism and the provision of
humanitarian aid in areas controlled by militant groups. Civil liberties
activists say the law chills free speech and political organizing and
has ensnared Muslim-Americans who never gave money for or
carried out a violent act.”
Again, H.C.R. No. 10 is nothing more than a signal to universities that
the general assembly approves of these measures to disfavor and
criminalize speech critical of Israel, and universities will hear you.
Again, that’s exactly what Zionist proponents of this resolution want to
happen.
How American is that?
Since I last testified, the Israeli military slaughtered in cold blood 112
unarmed resistors, 13 under age 18, one as young as 8 months, and
critically wounded 13,190 Palestinians exercising their right to resist
occupation under the Fourth Geneva Convention in Occupied Gaza.
Were this an Ohio university campus, post H.C.R. No. 10, my mere
saying that in a public forum could raise the ire of university
administrators, particularly if I promoted BDS as a way to join the
resistance. Administrators would use the expressions of the general
assembly as cover to deny my rights.
Again, that is exactly what proponents of this resolution want to happen,
which is why you should not allow it.
I remind you that I concluded my presentation in March by saying this
resolution is really not about those of us who speak for human rights. It
is about you.
It is about what kind of senator you want to be. What is your character?
Unlike the proponents of this measure, we cannot afford to take senators
on all-expense-paid trips to Israel. And we can’t match their campaign
largess, either.
This is your test.
Will you vote for something that you know is unconstitutional?

Will you vote for something that you know foments bigotry against
Muslims on campuses, even if unintentionally?
Will you vote for something you know chills free speech?
Will you vote in favor of a phony, non-sequitur definition of “antiSemitism” proffered to shield Israel’s crimes against humanity from
criticism?
Will you vote to put Ohio students at risk of harassment or worse?
Or will you stand up and do the right thing by voting this resolution
down now so it does not have to embarrass the full senate?
Like I said, this resolution is really about you.
Respectfully submitted,
Eric Resnick
Canton, Ohio

